Capital Novus is pleased to announce the launch of
eZReview v15 powered by eZAnalytics!
The latest version is now available for use in all active databases, at no additional charge!
With this release, users can expect to find a broad spectrum of new features and solution
enhancements built to provide better data insights, minimize review costs and allow for
even more robust security control. With an emphasis on supervised and unsupervised machine learning methodologies, users have more power to prioritize, categorize and conduct
quality assessments.
Schedule a demo to learn what’s new in eZReview v15 and how you can use it to maximize efficiency and reduce costs today!

Exploratory Discovery View (Fuse Analytics)
Gain comprehensive insights into data using powerful content intelligence that provides a multidimensional view of a data corpus. Simultaneously visualize data from various analytical facets to analyze and
identify documents of interest and focus on what matters the most.

Communication Analysis
eZReview’s state-of-the-art of communication map enables users to easily visualize and navigate the
interaction amongst domains, people, organizations, and locations. Effortlessly identify the flow of information as well as perform name normalization through the communication analysis. Discover relevant
documents for inclusion into a review or exclude non-relevant documents from a review.

Key Phrase Analytics
Discover the untapped content analysis potential by utilizing the eZReview’s Key Phrase analytics. Using
the interactive narrative compass users are able to visualize the case narrative and gain actionable
insights through the identification of relevant key phrases.

Document Categorization via Active Learning
Capital Novus’ eZAnalytics engine boasts intelligent machine learning technology to accelerate system
training while delivering the most precise results. eZReview’s active learning enables the best-in-class
document classification through intelligent tag suggestions for document review and categorization
while ensuring consistent decision making across related documents.

Email Threading
Expedite and simplify email conversation review by easily visualizing and analyzing the relationships
amongst email conversations. This methodology allows users to drastically reduce document counts for
review through applicable exclusions and review prioritization.
•
•
•
•
•

Easily Identify “all-inclusive” emails based on content
Include documents with unique attachments only for review
Visualize & establish inconsistencies in tagging in email threads
Mass tag by email threads or a specific conversation branch
Filter down by CC, BCC or FW

Concept Searching
Build upon existing search terms by utilizing the concept searching engine within eZReview. This search
technique allows users to create a bridge linking conceptually similar terms and minimizing the risk of
omitting critical key terms and potentially relevant data from search results.

Native Excel Redaction
Easy one-click native redactions empowers users to redact and produce Microsoft Excel files in a native
format to minimize time, costs, and errors. The tool enables users to redact individual cells, complete
rows, columns, and worksheets with a simple click, or keep only the relevant content by applying inverse
redactions.

